Minutes:

Paul Tykodi presented the mapping of the Microsoft Print Schema to the PWG Print Ticket also called the CloudMap 1.0 document. It was suggested to rename the document CloudMap 1.0 as it might erroneously refer to Cloud Printing. Certain discrepancies between the Microsoft method of breaking the Job Ticket information into 3 levels (Job, Document and Page) and PWG method of breaking the Job Ticket information into 2 levels (Job and Document) with a Page Overrides included to roughly map to the Microsoft Page level were discussed. Paul will provide an updated version of the document addressing these issues. Also discussed were certain non 1:1 mapping between PWG and MSPS Finishing and Cover (CoverType) attributes. Mapping between JDF State Model to PWG Print State Model still needs to be completed. Based on this State Model mapping, we will also work on MSPS State Model to PWG Print State Model as well as PPD State Model to PWG Print State Model.

Next Meeting: 22 April 2013.